Abstract. In the present paper, we derive an algorithm for computing the recurrence coe cients of orthogonal polynomials with respect to self-similar measures. This means that the cumulative distribution function of the measure is a fractal interpolation function in the sense of Barnsley. As examples show, this notion is very exible. But here we consider only real fractals, as in the case of Cantor measure or of some special Riesz-Nagy measures. 
(1.1) if we set~ ?1 (x) 0. We can assume the orthogonal polynomials to be known if we know the coe cients j and j . Thus the problem of determining these recurrence coe cients is crucial. For classical measures this problem is solved analytically. In the case of practically important measures, several numerical procedures were developed. They depend on how the measure is given. Since we consider orthogonality of polynomials, we must have an algorithm to compute the integral R q(x) d (x) for any polynomial q.
De nition 1. The set of all polynomials of degree D will be denoted by P D .
A These equations can be applied to the computation of j and j , since in virtue of the recurrence relation (1.1) the polynomials~ j and~ j?1 are wellde ned by the coe cients up to j?1 and j?1 . The problem, of course, is in the computation of the integrals in these formulas. The approximation by quadrature sums leads to an algorithm, which Gautschi calls discretized Stieltjes procedure. Interestingly, there is another way to exploit the formulas (2.1) and (2.2) for the computation of the recurrence coe cients: In some cases from the invariance (1.2) we can obtain recurrence relations between the integrals in (2.1) and (2.2). This will be made more precise in the next section. First we need a simple auxiliary result. . For classical measures, the weights of which satisfy simple di erential equations, the operator A will be some di erential operator. Indeed, this leads to recursion formulas for j and j , as was shown in the literature long ago.
We will consider here two other types of operators closely related to fractal interpolation functions (see Barnsley and Harrington 1]). (3.1.4) Thus, we assume that the cumulative distribution function of our measure (which for simplicity we will denote by (x)) is a FIF. Lemma 2. Let the cumulative distribution function of our measure be a FIF de ned in De nition 2 and let F i be de ned by (3.1.4). Then satis es the invariance property (1.2), where the operator A is de ned via
Fractal interpolation functions
for h 2 H and we can assume H = D P D :
Proof: From the de nitions (with instead of f) we obtain
and this can be written as
for h 2 H. This, however, is an equation of type (1.2) with an operator A de ned by (3.1.5).
Remark: From De nition 2 follows that the linear functionals L i are of the form L i (x) = a i x + b i (3.1.6) with a i > 0. This guarantees the continuity of the FIF, i.e. the absence of atomic parts in our measure. If we drop the assumption a i > 0, our equations still make sense. Simply our distribution function will no longer be continuous, and our measure will be atomic. In the degenerate case, where a i = 0 and q i 0 for i = 1; : : :; N, we obviously get a discrete measure with weight ?2 0 i on fb i g. Obviously, the operator A converts polynomials to polynomials of the same degree, i.e. if h 2 P D then Ah 2 P D , too. Now it is clear how to design an algorithm for recursive computation of the coe cients j and j :
The functions q i (if non-constant) are by assumption polynomials, so we can generate with standard methods appropriate discretizations of the integrals in the quantities r j and s j in the preceding theorem.
If we have already computed all l and l with l < j (i.e. none, if j = 0), we can calculate the new coe cients c (i) jk from Equation (3.1.8) or take their initial values for j = 0. The polynomials~ j are determined by the coe cients already computed, so we are able to calculate r j and s j . We compute x4 Examples
In the following we give two examples illustrating the actual behaviour of the algorithm developed in this paper. The error magni cation tabulated there is de ned as the maximum of the absolute errors in the j and the relative errors in the j , divided by the machine eps. Of course, the errors can not always be calculated exactly | we have explicit formulas for the coe cients only in special cases. Thus, we estimate the errors by comparison with the results of the same algorithm computed with higher precision. One remark is in place here: If we want to calculate many of the coecients j and j with this algorithm (e.g. we could compute some thousands of them to get some feeling for the asymptotic behaviour of these numbers), then we must ensure that our computer can represent oating point numbers in a large range of magnitude. It's well-known that ?2 j in su ciently regular cases behaves like a geometric sequence with ratio capS( ), and thus for really large j numerical over ow or under ow occurs. We can avoid this to some extent by an appropriate scaling of the support of our measure to make its capacity near to 1. Of course, this is impossible if the capacity is zero, and it's di cult if we don't know the capacity of the support.
Special Riesz-Nagy measures
We consider here only the special case of Lemma 4.1 in the paper of Goh , whereas q 1 and q 2 are constant and thus can be ignored in our algorithm (the quantities r j and s j in Equations (3.1.9) and (3.1.10) are all equal to 0).
We remark here that the real parameter in 6] is assumed to be 2 (0; 1).
The above equations, however, suggest that the natural interval for should be (?1; 1). Of course, for = 0 the distribution function is not a fractal, and the measure is not singular | in fact, this measure is simply Lebesgue measure restricted to 0; 1]. For 6 = 0, of course, no explicit results are Table 1 . Error magni cation for Riesz-Nagy measure with = 0:5 n error magni cation 10 3.00000000000000E+0000 20 1.25000000000000E+0001 50 4.00000000000000E+0001 100 4.30000000000000E+0001 200 6.34658203125000E+0001 known, so we have to estimate errors. The numerical results show that our algorithm seems to be stable.
Interestingly, there is some numerical evidence that the measure belongs to Nevai's class M( and q 1 and q 3 constant. Again, only estimates of the errors in the algorithm are available. There are no explicit formulas for the recurrence coe cients, and for all we know this is the rst attempt to calculate numerically many of these coe cients. Recursive equations for the moments of Cantor measure based on self-similarity, of course, are well-known (see 6]). But numerical methods using moments are severely ill-conditioned. The same is true in this case for computations using modi ed moments | the orthogonal polynomials with respect to Cantor measure are very large in the gaps of the support, and the theory predicts bad condition of our problem (see the thorough discussion in the articles of Gautschi 4] or 5] and the alternative approach in our paper 2]). In their paper 6], Goh and Wimp tried to compute recurrence coe cients from ordinary moments using exact (rational) arithmetic. This avoids rounding errors, but one can expect rapid growth of the length of numerators and denominators of the rationals in the algorithm, making this method impractical.
The algorithm proposed here is reasonably fast, and the (estimated) error magni cation reported below indicates stability. Of course, the recurrence coe cients j show a very irregular behaviour due to the gaps in the support of the measure (but we have j 1 2 by symmetry of the measure).
Note added in proof: As we learned only after nishing the work on this article, Giorgio Mantica in his 1996 paper 7] has designed a very similar method for computing the recurrence coe cients in the case considered here. However, he works with normalized polynomials and uses the invariance (3.1.5) with other polynomials to obtain equations for the recurrence coe cients. This makes his algorithm slightly more complicated, but he is able to prove numerical stability of the method. 
